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Nursing society
granted charter
Harding's Nursing Honor
Society was recently granted
charter membership to Sigma
Theta Tau, the international
nursing honor society, becoming
the second school in Arkansas to
be so honored.
Founded in 1922, Sigma Theta
Tau is organized to encourage
and
recognize
superior
scholarship and leadership
achievement at the undergraduate and graduate levels
in nursing.
"I consider this to be an indication of the quality of our
program and a reflection upon
the nurses associated with us,
both current students and alumni
and faculty," said Miss
Catherine Smith, dean of the
School of Nursing. "This
recognition by a national
organization is a vote of confidence in our ability as a school
to remain truly professional."
Sigma Theta Tau chapters
exist in 162 colleges and
universities with nationally
accredited programs which
grant baccalaureate or higher
degrees in nursing.
Individual membership in
Sigma Theta Tau is granted to
students and professionals in
graduate and baccalaureate
programs who have excelled in
their nursing
academics.
Scholarship, leadership and
research comprise the major

criteria for membership.
To be considered for membership, an individual must attain a 3.5 grade point average in
nursing curriculum and a
cumulative average of 3.0. Junior
students are eligible upon
completing their1first semester in
the program.
·
Members who have met these
specifications must then be
elected into the honor society by
the members. Three fourths of
the members in attendance must
approve a given nominee on the
first ballot, or that nominee is
eliminated.
"Only the top 25 per cent or so
from the junior and senior
classes are considered," said
senior Darrel Chavez, vice
president of Harding's chapter.
"Of the 40 or so eligible candidates, only 12 to 13 are chosen."
The
formal
induction
ceremony for Harding's chapter
of Sigma Theta Tau is tentatively
scheduled for Feb. 9, 1982. On
that date, current members of
the Nursing Honor Society will be
inducted as well as past
graduates of the society, alumni
who have excelled since
graduation, and new members.
Each year Harding's Nursing
Honor Society presents a
minimum of two academic
programs for its members and
sponsors a seminar open to the
public.

On Schedule

by JIM BRADLEY

Senior Charlotte McGee waits while Mrs. Millie Yarbrough, registrar's office secretary, enters her
schedule into the computer during the first week of pre-registration. Sophomores can begin to preregister on Nov. 16, and freshmen can begin pre-registration on Nov. 23.

New chapel absentee policy improves attendance
by Tony Bono
There has been a change this
year from last year's chapel
absentee policy and according to
Dr. Ted Altman, vice president
of student affairs, the new policy
is improving attendance.
"The new policy is not really
new; it's just the enforcement of
what is already written down as
policy," Dr. Altman said.
There is a noticeable difference
between last year's written
policy and this year's. The 1981-82
Student Handbook explains that
students with eight unexcused
absences are placed on chapel
probation and receive a chapel

_____._Inside _ _
...Major decision ...
Choosing a major is the
subject of this week's
article on coping with
college problems, page 4.

Unlucky 13 ...

If you're superstitious,

today is not your day. See
story, page 5.

Teachers ...

The second in a two-part
look at Harding teachers
examines their feelings
toward students and asks
the question "Why do
teachers teach?" See
stories, pages 6 and 7.

probation card. The card must be
signed and returned to the
Student Personnel Office. A copy
is then sent to students' parents.
When students reach 10 absences without having them
excused by the deans or the
Chapel Attendance Committee,
students are expected to withdraw from the University. This
policy is now strictly enforced,
Dr. Altman said.
Last year's student handbook,
however, was not as severe.
Students were on probation after
10 chapel cuts and a total of 14
were allowed ~ach semester.
According to comments from
several student personnel employees, the new chapel policy is
strict, but it does work. D.r.
Altman said that he plans 'lo
adhere to the new policy.
Dr. Altman said there are
fewer students on chapel
probation this fall. So far this
year, 166 students are on chapel
probation, a decrease of several
hundred from last year.
Five students have already
appeared before the Chapel
Attendance Committee for exceeding the allotted 10 cuts. Dr.
Altman said that if any one of
these students is absent from
chapel once more, he will be
asked to withdraw from Harding.
Five students were asked not to
return this semester be!!?l,l~~ _of

last year's excessive skips, Dr.
Altman said. "If there is sickness
or problems at home, we'll work
with that situation," Dr. Altman
said. "We will not accept such
excuses as 'my alarm didn't ring'
or 'my car broke down' or
whatever. That's why we give

Analysis
students 10 unexcused absences," he said.
Altman said that last year
students would miss chapel and
would then forget to write excuses. When probation letters
were sent, he said, students
would ignore them. "I don't want
to track down students to tell
them they've had too many
absences," he said. "The burden
of responsibility in the recent
past has been on the Student
Personnel Office. We've given
the responsibility back to the
studen~," Dr. Altman said.
He said that he believed the
new policy was having its desired
effect on the student body in that
chapel skips have decreased. "If
students want to skip chapel,
they'll just have to suffer the
consequences," Dr. Altman said.
Dr. Altman believes the major
reason why students skip chapel
is that they don't believe chapel
is important. "I don't see why

students want to skip," he said.
He admitted that some chapels
are not as enriching as others and
that some days he doesn't feel
like going, but he does go.
"Chapel is a big part of Harding University. It's written in
the charter," he said. "Chapel is
more
than
a
morning
'devotional.' Chapel brings about
the fellowship of one another and
the closeness of the student body.
It gives students the opportunity
to worship God together, to
communicate with other students
and faculty, and it provides
further
educational
opportunities. Chapel is a chance
for students to just have a good
time," Dr. Altman said. "We
want to create an atmosphere of
doing right and doing it freely.
Students chose to come to Harding, and chapel is a part of that
choice," he said.
What improvements does the
Chapel Attendance Committee
plan for the future? Their next
effort is to streamline the taking
of roll during chapel by using
The
chapel
photography.
audience would be photographed
-from the ceiling. The idea is
currently being experimented
with. "This method is working at
Abilene Christian University,"
Dr. Altman said. "It would save
time and money for our office."
Another proposal is to move

chapel to a later hour, but this
has· not advanced very far. "I
' would like to see it," Dr. Altman
said. "I didn't like the 9 a.m. hour
since we started. Chapel at this
hour has given us some attendance problems that we have
to deal with."
Last April the Chapel Attendance Committee recommended to President Clifton
Ganus that chapel be moved to an
hour later. The committee
consists of Neale Pryor, Eddie
Campbell <Dean of Men), Patty
Barrett (Acting Dean of
Women), Dr. Eddie Baggett, Dr.
Stephen Smith, and Dr. Ted
Altman as chairman. Dr. Ganus
forwarded the committee's
recommendation to Dr. Joseph
Pryor, vice president for
academic affairs, to investigate
the feasibility of the request.
After a thorough investigation,
Dr. Pryor decided that he was
against the move. Dr. Pryor said
the only workable hour for a later
chapel would be 11 to 11:35 a.m.
This hour, he believes, would
overcrowd the lunch lines. "I was
here when we had one chapel
dismissing at the noon hour. We
had half the student body we
have now and we had only one
cafeteria. We got out of that
situation after one semester.
There were actual fistfights
(See CHAPEL, page 12)
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Flag football injuries demand attention
Autumn brings to the Harding campus many seasonal changes:
majestic deciduous trees bear vividly colored leaves, skies are
darkened by ominous clouds, treasured acorns are hiddened by
fervent squirrels. and the wind blows an icy chill.
But autumn brings much more to the Harding campus: majestic
young men bear ruddy wooden crutches, eyes are darkened by
ominous bruises, treasured limbs are hidden in plaster casts, and
arms are carried in protective slings.
Yes, it's autumn. And Mother Nature and flag football have run
their courses.
Though the numbers vary, each new season of club and intramural football brings with it a rash of physical injuries. Can this
tradition be changed?
A new rule this year, governing men's club and intramural "rag
tag". eliminates kickoffs. The ball is placed on the 20-yard line at
the beginning of play and, indeed, a few "cheap shots" have been
avoided. But the problem continues.
Untold hundreds- perhaps thousands- of dollars are spent
each year by Harding students injured in flag football games.
These students are then comforted with the compassionate words
'"It's a rough game" or "Accidents will happen."

What does it take to acquire serious consideration of Harding's
present flag football program? A lawsuit, perhaps? (It wouldn't be
unthinkable.)
Many steps toward improvement could be considered:
Disallow a ball car.rier from spinning and slapping the hands of
a defensive player who is after the carrier's flag. This would cut
down on the number of tackles which take place.
Rules prohibiting a ball carrier from running down a defensive
man should be strictly enforced.
·Players could wear· padding.
·'
···
Mouthpieces_ could be required.
We of the Bison feel that Harding's flag football is a subject
demanding proper administrative attention, input from student
participant_~ · and decisive action toward change.
Accidents do happen. but they can be prevented. Not all club
and intramural football injuries are totally accidental.
Perhaps, at the heart of the flag football problem, as in any
sport, is a loose disregard for proper Christian attitudes.
Rivalry should last from the opening whistle of a sports event to
the tina) whistle and not from day to day: Believe it or not, even
between the whistles. Christian attitudes can be implemented.

Letters to the Editor
Attitude shows
lack of concern
Dear Editor:
I came to Harding less than
three months ago. My reasons for
transferring from a state college
to this one are not what one would
normally expect. To explain my
motives, however, would demand
more space than I am allotted in
this publication. So, in a few brief
words, I would like to address an
issue of a much more important
nature: the crippling disease of
lukewarmness is threatening to
destroy the future spiritual lives
of the vast majority of the
students attending Harding. I
urge you to read on!
I do not possess the boldness of
Paul; I cannot speak with the
eloquence of Apollos; I fall short
in my efforts to be like Christ.
None of us can claim perfection
<Romans 3:23l. Yet, I fear that,
besides the fact that we'll never
be perfect, a characteristic in
many lives is an attitude showing
a lack of concern to do anything.
Oh, we go to church one, two,
maybe three times a week. We
may go to a devotional or a Bible
study in addition to that. We may
even say a goodnight prayer. But
the real question of commitment
is answered in only one area :
Where is your heart?
Some say we can't judge other
people. That is false! Jesus

warned of the judgments we are
to avoid, but there are judgments
we are definitely called on to
make.
What do I look at when I judge
the Christian life of another
person? "By their fruit you shall
know them." What kind of music
do you listen to? Oh, it's not as
bad as your neighbor's? Since
when are we going to be judged
by other people's standards?
What's your attitude toward the
television? Do you watch the
adultery, slander, and hate that
the world learns to thrive on?
(Romans 12:1,2) I'm tired of
watching good programs that are
interrupted by commercials with
half-naked girls and having
''Christians'' around me verbally
drool over them. I see the club
sports where two teams beat
each other up and explain it away
as competition. That's no excuse!
It's nothing but anger arid an unChristlike attitude coming into
clear view. How much time is
spent reading the Bible? How
much time is spent in prayer as much time as is spent in
athletics, dating, studying?
Speaking of dating, how many of
you would go parking and make
out if the Lord was in the back
seat? Well, He is there!
I'm coming straight forward on
these issues to make you think. I
haven't addressed areas such as
evangelism, pride, love. Yet, if
the things I have mentioned are
in your life, they are definite
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symptoms of a deeper spirifual
problem which must be dealt
with.
I want the Lord to be glorified,
but he will never be able to draw
the non-Christian if we who are
his body do not live holy,
distinctive lives. <Matt. 5:16)
Christ is our goal, not our friends,
parents or ministers. If we do not
strive to give all we have, we
might as well not strive at all.
Jesus hires no part-time help. I
hope and pray that we will wake
up in time to save a lost world
and ourselves.
Rich Richardson

Do not judge
faith by politics
Dear Editor:
To allow Dr. <Don) Diffine to
write on conservatism and
capitalism (Nov. 6, 1981) was
wise and I sincerely applaud his
effort. However, while appreciating Dr. Diffine's zeal and
sincerity, I must disagree with
him on a couple of issues.
The first issue is the mistake of
generality. His editorial never
mentions moderates, thus implying one must be either liberal
or conservative. Were I to label
all conservatives with beliefs of
abolition of unions, abolition of
Social Security, <with being)
fabulously rich and requiring
pr~yer in schools, then I would be
making
the
mistake
of
generality. To label all liberals as
inherently immoral advocates of
homosexual rights, pro-abortion,.
pro-total governmental control
and against a strong national
defense is to make a mistake of
generality.
During the 60s and 70s, much
money was spent on social
programs. There was waste, yet
there was good done . PreSident
Reagan will spend over a trillion
dollars on defense alone over the
next three and a half years.
Would it not be naive to assume
that every dollar will be efficiently and frugally spent?
The second issue, and more
serious, involves our "competition for heaven" mentioned
in the first two paragraphs (of
Dr. Diffine's editorial). I agree
that rewards and punishment can
be a source of motivation. l

disagree
that
motivation
inherently leads to competition,
especially in the "spiritual
realm."
Motivation is an inward attribute of character. Who does
the Christian compete against so
that .he may see heaven? Does he
compete against other Christians
to become the number one
Christian? After all, competition
is to win, and winning comes
after beating the opponent.
Furthermore, if he wins, does he
see heaven? Is that the way
heaven is won?
Heav~n is not won, it is the gift
of the grace of God. Our competition 1ifit can be so termed) is
the devil. We do not beat the
devil, Christ did that by raising
from the dead. We are partakers
with Cht,ist in his victory.
Hebrews 12 :1-12 talks of
discipline. It is not the discipline
to win; it is the discipline to
endure. Hooven motivates us to
give of our~best, consistently, till
we die.
Abortion, homosexuality and
divorce are all wrong; and I
disagree with them. However,
there are some economic matters
about ~hich my opinions are
consi~red liberal. I do not
believe these opinions constitute
a shallowness of faith in Christ. I
suggest those who judge other
people's faith for political
reasons judge their own first.
Sincerely,
Tim Alexander

Bartee offers
~pecial thanks
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank the
student body for electing me as
the 1981 Homecoming Queen. It
has been a wonderful honor for
me, not only from the student
body, but also from the Bison
football team.
The weekend was wonderful
for me as well as for all the
visitors and the thanks go to all of
you.
Thanks again.
In Him,
Lisa Bartee

The
Fifth Column
Life in the '80swhere do we go?
by Boo Mitchell
We live in an age of incredible
schizophrenia. We dress from the
'50s. We listen to music from the
'60s. We have our psychological
neuroses from the '70s and we're
trying to live in the '80s.
So - where do we go? Not
many people know.
I know this- it can't get much
worse.
The '80s, predicted to be the
"Age of the Family," have
brought nothing but more narcissism and a movie called
"Kramer vs. Kramer."
Everyone is wearing alligators
and every other imaginable
animal on their left breast. The
radio is playing nonstop Beatles
imitations . Television
programmers continue to crank
out video cardboard.
We're a society searching for
answers and taking refuge in
clothes, music and television.
(No wonder we're so disappointed.)
If you don't have an animal on
your left breast, well, where have
you been?
Often we seek refuge in the
music of the day, but how can we
trust groups that advise us in
such egotistical ways: "I've done
everything for you. You've done
nothing for me."
TV. Many groups advocate
boycotting products of those who
sponsor television. My feelings
are that we should boycott
television altogether. It's such a
waste of time.
We often label people as
"conservative" or "liberal" and feel that a person's
Chr:istianity is affected by that
label (i.e. a Christian being less
moral when he is "liberal").
Heaven forbid that a socialist
should become a Christian. After
all, they do have a soul, but it's
certainly not worth saving.
We live in an age where divorce
is the logical outcome, where
assassins become as popular as
the one they shoot, and where
how we look is more important
than who we are.
No wonder we're neurotic. We
have advertisements that tell us
to look out for number one. We
have soap operas tell us it's
neurotic to go throughout life
without 3,000 problems a day. We
have movies tell us that we need
to have sex to make sure we're in
love.
~
Often our smile becomes an
extension of our extension of our
facade. In our fear of being hurt,
· we have sealed our souls in
concrete. We've lost our ability to
love.
Happiness. Isn't that what
we're all looking for? Unfortunately in our search for
happiness, we've delved into the
depths of self and found nothing
but a dark, dank hole.
Thank God for God. Our hope
lies in Him and not in ourselves.
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Men's Open House

Endlessly Rocking
by Laura L. Brown

Civil disobedience
inspired by leaves

.-J_ ...
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"I don't know why they say that guys are slobs.
Your room is neater than ours."

God needs more dreamers
Everyone remembers Eric
Heiden from the 1980 Olympics.
Do you remember Eric Heiden
from the 1976 Winter Olympics?
Probably not! He skated to a
seventh place in the 1500-meter
and a nineteenth place in the
5000-meter speed skating events.
But Eric Heiden had a dream. He
not only wanted to represent his
country again in the 1980 Winter
Olympics Games, but he wanted
to represent his country in all five
men's skating events and he
wanted to come home with five
gold medals. And he did it!
Eric Heiden didn't limit his
dreams. He dreamed dreams and
set out to pay the price to accomplish his dreams. Eric's
trainer, Dianne Holum, said he
was so dedicated to his goals that
in training she had to hold him
back so he wouldn't burn himself
out.
God needs more dreamers in
his kingdom. Nehemiah dreamed
of building the wall of Jerusalem.
Zerubbabel dreamed of building
the temple. Jesus dreamed ; of
building a church without spot
and blemish. Paul dreamed of
preaching Jesus to the Gentiles.
Philippians 3:13 and 14 says:
"Forgetting what is behind and
straining toward what is ahead, I
press on toward the goal to win
the prize for which God has
called me heavenward in Christ
Jesus." Also Philippiaps 4:13
says: "I can do everything
through him who gives m.e
strength.''
God needs more people in his
kingdom who will dream. Here
are two principles that we need to
keep in mind in our spiritual
dreams.
In the first scripture, Paul tells
us to strain, to give it all we have,
to "keep on keeping on" toward
those Godly dreams. The second
scripture tell us not to limit our
dreams. As Christians our
dreams can be unlimited!
In the parable of the talents in
Matthe\V ~:15,
the •servant
gi~en
' • '
'
•, •, •. . . .
I.·~.

Christians
in the World
by Steve Awtrey
five talents and the servant given
two talents were able to dream of
how they could put those talents
to good use. The one-talent man's
imagination to dream was
poverty-stricken.
In life, we are given raw
materials to build with. We are
the builders, and we can dream
and set out to build a mansion, or
we can be like the one-talent man
and only build a shack. It's up to
us.
In "The Muppet Movie,"
Kermit the Frog had a dream.
His dream was to go to
Hollywood to make people happy.
He had some friends who shared
the dream with him and nothing
was going to stop them from
reaching their dream. The villain
in the movie was Doc Hopper. He
had a dream also. His dream was
to build a chain of frog-legs
restaurants. Hopper kept
following Kermit across the
country trying to convince
Kermit to quit his dreams of
Hollywood and help him advertise for his restaurants.
Here's what Kermit had to say:
"Hopper, what's the malter
with you?" Kermit yelled. "You
gotta be crazy, chasing me
halfway across the country like
this. Why do you have to do this to
me?"
"Because all my life," Doc
replied, "I wanted to own a
thousand frogs' leg restaurants
and you're the key, greenie."
"You know, Doc, we're not all
that different. I've got a dream
too, but mine's about singing and
dancing and making people
happy. That's the kind of dream
that gets better the more people

you share it with, and I've found
d whole bunch of people who have
the same dream - it makes us
kind of a family."
Kermit had a dream, he
believed in his dream and
nothing was going to keep him
from reaching his dream. Kermit
and his friends had unity because
they shared the same dream .
Jesus had a dream of unity as
he prayed to his father in
John: 17. In verse 24, we can
see the power we can have if we
Christians become unified. Jesus
prays that we can become one
"so that we can let the world
know that God sent Jesus and
loved the world just as much as
he did his own Son! "
We Christians should share the
same dream as Jesus had. And as
Kermit said, "That's the kind of
dream that gets better the more
people you share it with." He also
said, "I'ye found a whole bunch
of people who share the same
dream - it makes us kind of a
family!"
One reason we Christians are
united is that we share the same
dream. If we can unite on this
dream we can do anything. This
principle was realized back in
Genesis 11:6 when God said,
"Behold they are one . .. and now
nothing which they purpose to do
will be impossible for them."
Let's not limit our dreams, but
let's strive to reach them and
unite with one another in these
dreams. The most powerful
people are those who have
dreamed great dreams and, with
a hearty "yes" to God, have
resolved to accomplish those
dJ:;ea.~s..... . ..

I don't know where the impulse
comes from.
Maybe it's because we've been
studying Civil Disobedience in
American literature.
Maybe it's the natural rebellion
that I'm supposed to be going
through at this stage in my life.
Maybe it's just that this is my
favorite time of year, and I can't
restrain myself.
Whatever the reason, I've had
this impelling urge lately, and
I've indulged it as often as
possible.
Every year Dr. Ganus asks us
not to, but I'm convinced that it
doesn't harm anyone. What could
be so sinister about walking
across the front lawn?
I know what it is. It's the
leaves. Everyone ought to savor
the luxury of scuffling through a
thick layer of fallen leaves.
The leaves call us back to the
childhood autumns when we
raked leaves into piles and ran
and jumped into them. I think
that would make a good club
activity. Rake all the leaves on
the lawn into the emptied lily
pool, then dive headlong into
them.
And while the leaves below
whisper and crackle as wind and
feet stir them, the leaves above
blaze in one last glorious fling
with life. "The mutinous brave
burning of the leaves," Archibald
MacLeish called it in his poem
"Immortal Autumn." The turning of the leaves affects sight,
sound, and touch.
On the open spaces where few
leaves have fallen, the cropped
yellowing grass still pleases the
feet that cross it. It's like the soft
thatch of a little boy's crewcut.
I'm like a child that aches with
the beauty of an untouched cover
of snow; snow must be romped in
to be fully enjoyed.
It's the same things with the

front lawn. That expanse of grass
and trees is not just for looking
at; it's for walking on.
I'm not the only one whom the
autumn leaves affect this way.
Last weekend the lawn was
speckled with blankets and
students who intended to study,
but who found themselves talking
with friends or watching
squirrels instead. Some simply
succumbed to the lulling sun and
slept.
I hope some other meek souls
are encouraged to take a trip
acrOss the front lawn now and
then. But such an act should not
be committed as blatant
disobedience to the system. It
should be an act compelled by the
beauty of nature on the front
lawn.
And now that the Elmer Fudd
signs have been taken down,
there's no reason to be nagged by
guilt over contributing to the
"wabbit twails."
Like all other objects of delight
on this earth, the leaves'
splashing of color will fade away.
"Nothing gold can stay," Robert
Frost wrote. The leaves should be
enjoyed before thlj're gone and
it's too late.
One of these days, the grounds
crew will gather thP. leaves into
neat little clumps all acr!)ss
campus. T'l1ey will stuff them into
barrels, pitch them into a truck,
and haul them a•vay. I'll miss
them.
But I'm sure going to enjoy
them while they're here. I hope
you do to.

The Bison
welcomes
your letters

Letters-------<Continued from page 2)

Crossroads is
like a bad germ
Dear Editor:
In response to Mr. (Kyle)
Beaty's letter in the last edition
of the Bison; the letter was full of
good thoughts and good intentions, but that's as far as it
went.
I am a native of Florida Neptune Beach to be exact.
Crossroads Church of Christ,
which started in Gainesville,
Fla., is relatively close to my
home. Being from Florida, I have
come in contact with many
Crossroads followers, and their
words do not coincide with their
actions. They are cold, hard and
. t~the-point in condemning those
who will not join the bandwagon
and become totally committed
not to Christ, but to the
Crossroads philosophy.

On paper the Crossroads
Movement is very subtle, but in
real life it is nothing like what the
movement leaders defend it as.
I do not feel that this movement
should be taken lightly. The Bible
gives specific instructions on the
discipline within the church. I
sincerely agree with the men who
are trying to downcast this
movement.
The Lord's church is doing
their best to evangelize the world
without the condemnation of the
Crossroads Movement splitting
up already-established churches.
The movement is like a bad germ
that will spread throughout the
nation if not put down.
In defending the so-called
. "Crossroads Movement," I offer
no sympathy for the bombardment of ·their misinterpretation and perversions of
the LordTword and his work.
Sincerely yours,
Matthew P. Ford
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Coping

'What are you going to·be when you grow up?'
This is the third in a series of
articles dealing with the
pressures and problems common
to college students.
by Cynthia Hooton
Adviser: "So you want to
change your major?"
Student: "I kind of hate to just
give up, but I think changing
might be a good idea."
Adviser: "What is it about your
present major that makes you
think a change is in order?"
Student: "Well, I began
thinking that if I was going to be
doing that for the rest of my life, I
had better get into something
else."
Adviser: "The rest of your
life?"
Student: "Well, yes, but the
prospect really scares ·me
because I had it planned out for
so long, and now I just can't
decide on anything.
Adviser: "When do you anticipate becoming established in
a new major?"
Student: "Right away. I just
can't waste any more of my
parent's money._
This dialogue between a
counselor and college student,
contained in the article Myths of
Career Development by Ronald
A. Lewis and Micheal R.
Gilhousen, suggests a dilemma
also faced by many Harding
students - choosing a college
major.

Alumnus to talk
about aspects
of graduate work
Alpha Chi is sponsoring an
open meeting to discuss graduate
study. Emphasis will be put on
financial aid for graduate study.
Juniors and seniors are
especially urged to attend this
program.
Dr. Joel Anderson, dean of the
graduate school at the University
of Arkansas at Little Rock, will
speak at the meeting Monday,
Nov. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in the
American Heritage Auditorium.
Dean Anderson is a 1964
graduate of Harding. He majored
in political science and was
president of the student body for
1963-64. He was a member of
Alpha Chi and was also an outstanding debator during his
years at Harding.

Corrections
Two errors appeared in the
Nov. 6 Bison.
Rae Stockberger's name was
mispelled in the Kappa Delta Pi
story on page 12.
The College Bowl headline on ·
page 8 incorrectly stated that
Sigma Tau defeated AGO . It
should have stated that AGO won
the game.

According to that article,
beliefs about making career
decisions often center around
popular myths about how and
when one should make these
decisions.
1. Crystal Ball Myth - this
myth suggests that people who
"have it all together" always
have clear, concise plans for
their lives.
From the time children are old
enough to talk, people begin
asking, "What do you want to be
when you grow up?" A few have
clear-cut ideas about their future
and never veer from these plans,
but they are a minority.
As one approaches college age,
he or she begins to experience
even more pressure from outside
sources (family and peers),
adding to the confusion and
frustration felt within.
"Students feel pressure to
make a choice -do something whether it's the right one or not,"
said Dr. Lew Moore, Harding's
director of counseling.
2. When Are You Going To
Decide, Dummy Myth - this
myth centers around the idea
that a career decision should
occur at a specific point in time,
Some students - believe that
they will undergo a magical
transition from an immature
high school senior to a mature
college freshman, said Dr.

Moore.
This myth ignores the fact that
career development is a process
consisting of numerous decisions
made over a lifetime.
3. Quitters Never Win Myth the idea that once something is
started, it should be doggedly
pursued to the bitter end.
Persons who have this belief
should recognize a change in

Monday night's results:
Beta Tau No. 1 135, Alpha
Waves 70
Sig Tau No. 3 130, 49 Iguanas 30
AGO 195, KPLS 60
Sig Tau No. 2 140, Chorale 90

majors not as failure but as an
expected reaction to personal
development. The difference
between quitting and changing iS
that quitters have no plan ;
changers are integrating new

psychology, tells his career
development groups that the
average person makes eight
career changes in a lifetime.
4. Anyone Can Be President
Myth - this myth avows that

Omega Masters 150, Beta Tau
No. 2 50
Chi Sigs 140, Blundering Herd
40
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Amnesia 155, Koinonia 50
Titan II's 190, Theta Tau 40
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Tuesday night's results:
King's Men 210, Knights 160
Neanderthals 40, Delta Omega
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cannot occur.
Choosing a college major is, of
course, an important decision,
one that should be thought over
carefully with an awareness of
one's values and goals.

SEARCY FEDERAL

-~hJ PLACE
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"you can do anything you want as
long as you are willing to work
hard enough." It implies that if
you do not succeed, you just need
to try harder.
This myth, however, does not
make it clear that determination
alone cannot take the place of
ability or intelligence. It offers
ego protection when a fear of
failure is involved, because if no
real a ttemnt is made, real failure

Sophomore Kim Asbill (right) and her advisor, Dr. Bob Kelly, work together to plan her schedule
by JIM BRADLEY
for the spring semester.

AGO advances to finals
in College Bowl action
College Bowl action continued
Monday and Tuesday with four
teams advancing, undefeated, to
the bracket finals.
In bracket one, defending
champion AGO deflated KPLS,
195-60. Chi Sigs put on a good
show against The Blundering
Herd, and defeated them 140-40,
in bracket two.
Tuesday, Titan II's paraded to
bracket three finals by lancing
Theta Tau 190-40. And in the final
match of the week King's Men
stepped into the finals bracket by
displacing Knights 210-160.

and different information and
experiences.
Many students are reluctant to
change their major. They are
under the impression that once a
major has been chosen and a
career decided upon, they will be
stuck in a particular career for
the rest of their lives.
Robert
McKelvain,
professor
of
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Superstitions abound
during Friday the 13th
by Kathy Cage
Today is Friday the 13th. Did
you take any special precautions
before you left your room this
morning? Are you a superstituous person? An estimated 20
million Americans, in our world
of sophisticated technology ,
carry a rabbit's foot or other type
of good-luck charm, spending
almost $140 million each year to
satisfy their superstitious beliefs.
The United States is a superstitious country.
Superstitions about numbers
are worldwide, and the most
superstitious number of all is 13.
Just in the past decade have hotel
and office planners consented to
having 13th floors constructed in
their buildings. Some airlines
still refuse to have a Flight 13, or
seat rows numbered 13.
As many as a dozen different
origins exist for the superstitions
about 13. But triskai dekaphobia
<the fear of 13) probably began
with an ancient NQrdic myth
about Loki, who dropped in
uninvited on a group of 12 Norse
gods, making the number 13.
After their meal, Loki was
responsible for the mischief
which caused the death of
Baldur, the most popular god.
Judas, betrayer of Jesus, was
number 13 at the Last Supper
because of his late arrival. These
origins are just a few of the many

tales about 13.
Bad luck is supposedly intensified when 13 is linked with a
Friday, whose origin as a day of
doom is usually linked with Bible
stories. Some old manuscripts
say that Eve ate the forbidden
fruit on Friday, and that she and
Adam were expelled from the
Garden of Eden on that day.
Supposedly, Cain murdered his
brother Abel on a Friday; and the
Great Flood, according to
scholars, started on the fifth day
of the week. Christ's crucifixion
was also on a Friday.
According to British lore, the
British Admiralty once tried to
disprove that Friday was an
unlucky day. The Navy had the
keel of a new ship laid on a
Friday, named the ship Friday,
launched it on a Friday, and let it
sail on a Friday, with a Captain
Friday in command. Both ship
and crew simply diappeared at
sea and were never heard of
again.
Traditionally, the U.S. Navy
will not launch a new ship on
Friday, or on the 13th, let alone
on a Friday the 13th.
Superstitions die hard. As
Margaret Mead once said, ''They
lead a kind of half-life in a
twilight world where we partly
suspend our disbelief and act as if
magic worked."
Don't forget your rabbit's foot.

IS YOUR LIFE A MESS
OR A MESSAGE?
Join with us in making life on Harding's campus a
MESSAGE for our Lord Jesus Christ.

CAMPUS MINISTRY
College Church of Christ
806 East Center
Ext. 530 or 268-9915

Sunday Slumber

Freshman Suzanne Hintze abandons plans to study in favor of sleep, as she naps in Sunday's autumn
sunshine.

Sex therapist to hold seminar Tuesday
Dr. Ed Coates, noted sex
therapist, will speak Tuesday,
Nov. 17, at a Christian sexuality
seminar sponsored by the
Counseling Center and the
Student Association.
Dr. Coates, a sex educator and
sex therapist from Abilene,
Texas, will speak throughout the
day on "Christian and Human
Sexuality" beginning in chapel at
9 a.m.
Dr. Coates will speak at 10 a.m.
on the Biblical Perspectives of
Sex," at 1 p.m. on "Maintaining
Christian Sexual Status," and at
3 p.m. on "Marital Sexuality" in
American
Heritage
the
Auditorium.
At 6:15 p.m. Dr. Coates will
speak on " How Much Is Too
Much?"
in
the
Benson
Auditorium. The seminar will
conclude in the American
Heritage Trophy Room with an
open discussion on "Answers to
Often
Asked
Sex
Most
Questions," which will last from
7:30 to 10 p.m. Hot chocolate and
doughnuts will be served.
Dr. Lew Moore, assistant
professor of psychology, said,
"Dr. Coates is a very good
speaker, you can get practical
value out of the seminar,
especially because he speaks

r-----------------~----- - -------------- - --

UNIVERSITY FEAST
1 Large Single Topping
Pizza and Pitcher of
Soft Drink
only-$6.59

from a Christian point of view .
"Dr. Coates discusses sex from
an emotional and sociological
standpoint and is exceptional in
meeting the people's communication needs," Dr. Moore
said.
A minister of the gospel for
over 25 years, Dr. Coates is an
elder and minister of counseling
at the Highland Church of Christ
in Abilene.
Dr. Coates was the first person

Sixty-two new members were
inducted into the Arkansas Eta
Chapter of Alpha Chi Wednesday,
Nov. 4.
The Harding chapter of the
academic honor society requires
students to have a 3.50
cumulative grade point average
on at least 104 semester hours or
a 3.7 GPA on 80 to 103 hours.
Those inducted into the
nationally affiliated society include Joy Aebi, Jeannie
Alexander, Randall Anthony,
Trudy Baldwin, Robin Barker,
Judith
Beckman,
Kyle
Blickenstaff, Marie Bobbitt,
Thomas Bolz, and Cynthia
Boustead.
Also inducted were Judy Boyd,
Karen Brock, Michael Brown;

Pryor's Typing Services
8 a .m . - 8 p .m .
268-5291

only $7.99

Expires Nov. 30, 1981
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2841 E. Race 268-5868

to be granted a doctoral degree
by the University of Tennessee in
the field of sex education.
Dr. Coates is a member of and
is certified by the American
Association of Sex Educators,
Counselors and Therapists.
He is a professor of education
at Abilene Christian University
and is married to Jane Coates, an
assistant professor of early
education at ACU. The Coates
have five children.

Sixty-two members join
Alpha Chi honor society

(ask for Jackie)

Offer with Pan Pizza

by JIM BRADlEY

Thomas Bryant, Kerri Bullard
Russell Burkett, Melvin Cochran,
Coonje Corbin, Sheila Cox, Mary
Creel, P a ul Dav is, K im
Donaldson, Kathy Eaton, Louis
Ferren,
Margaret
Finch,
Chr istopher Genry , Stephan
Haynes, Penny Hightower, Joy
Hogge, and Millie Horsman.
Other new members are James
Jennings, Carla Kearbey, Mary
Kerns , Kenneth Lake, Ruth
Landry, Kimberly Lawrence,
Johna Futrell Mannen, Katrina
McKee, Rosemary McLaughlin,
Dana Miller, Eric Miller, Phillip
Moore, Jane Neu, Debbie
Niswander, J acqueline Perkins,
Paul Perkins, Susan Quillen,
Robertson ,
Tracy
J udy
ShackJetl, and Da vid Smith.
Additional new members include William Summers, Kathy
Swan, Timothy Tucker, Robert
Ulrey , Julie Vantine , Tanya
Wallace, Kandi West, Barbara
Williams, Michael Williams,
Joan Wilson, Cynthia Wood, and
Carol Wise.
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Teachers aim to share ideQ.s, shapes lives
by Laura L. Brown
"I don't think I would have any
other kind of employment.
Sometimes when I'm sitting here
reading all these books and enjoying all this, I stop and reflect,
'Look, I'm getting paid for this.'
It's great."
Those words from Dr.
Raymond Muncy, professor of
history and chairman of the
history and social science
department, describe his feelings
toward the teaching profession.
Why do teachers teach? What
makes them choose to work in the
classroom after spending years
studying there?
For some, teaching is an instinct. "It k something that has
been in me ever since I was a
child; the game that I lik~d to
play most was that of teaching,"
said Dr. John Ryan, professor of
speech.
Several teachers said that
teaching attracts them because
of the opportunity to share ideas.
"I like to share information; I
like to be with people," said Dr.

was a matter of being in the right
place at the right time. "I
decided to teach because events
in my life just fell into place that
way," said Dr. Dorothy Wright,
professor of French. "There
appeared a degree which it was
possible for me to get which
would allow me to teach."
A chance to be around young
people and to influence their
maturation motivates some
teachers. "Frankly, it's nice for
me to be around Christian
students," Dr. Long said. "I like
that. I like young people who
have serious and real values, and
I try to help shape and mold those
values through the things that I
do. ~specially in literature
classes we focus on that a lot."
"I enjoy being with young
people, and I really think that
underneath it all I entertain a
hope that maybe what I say and
what little contribution I make
might make a difference in
somebody's life," said Dr.
Muncy. "If I can make a student
a little more sensitive to some of

"I like to share ideas; I like to hear opinions;
I like people to listen to me."
-Dr. John Ryan
Ryan. "The thing that I crave
most is interaction with people. I
like to be with people; I like to
' share ideas; I like to hear
opinions; I like people to listen to
me."
"I love to communicate what I
find,''
Dr. Muncy said.
"Sometimes I get all psyched up
and run out of the office and go to
a classroom, and I'm just so
eager to share something that
I've found . . . . It's sort of a
constant treasure chest."
The profession also offers the
continuance of a teacher's own
education. "I think I teach
because I like to learn, and that
teaching 'legitimatizes' learning," said Dr. Larry Long,
associate professor of English.
"It's a context where I can
continue to learn and work with
the things that I enjoy."
For some, the decision to teach

the problems of people, and show
the historical antecedents, and
how we got where we are, and
how people tried to resolve
problems in the past, and how
some have been successful and
some have not been successful,
maybe these will give them some
rules to live by in years to come."
For Dr. Joseph Pryor, vice
president for academic affairs
and professor of physical
science, teaching helps him keep
in touch with students. "I think it
helps a person who's in charge of
academic administration to have
contact with students," he said,
"because students' attitudes and
so forth change, and as a person
grows older they can change, and
I think it helps to realize what
teachers ought to be doing."
Teachers have definite ideas
about what they teach as well as
why they teach. "'What adds to

Wedding
Invitations
Many styles including those with
photograph of the couple either color or black and white.

HARDING PRESS
Herman West, Printer
Campus Ext. ,_.1
300 South Remington (South of Sears Dorm)

the excitement and the benefits
of teaching is the particular
discipline that I have," Dr. Ryan
said. "With all respect to any
other courses being taught, I
firmly believe that surely speech
communication is one of the vital
ones. Can you think of anything
that we do, besides breathing,
more than speech? Communique
-we're constantly involved in it.
I don't care what a person's
major is going to be; they cannot
help but benefit from some
systematic study of communication.''
thoughts. "I think every student
ought to know something about
physical science, no matter
whether they're going to preach,
or be an elementary teacher, a
social worker, or a lawyer," he
said. "And I think the approach
that I take in physical science
does give students rather a broad
perspective of the physical
science areas."
In teaching a language, Dr.
Wright said, the student's growth
is obvious. "What I like about
teaching French is that at the end
of a semester the students can do
something that they couldn't do
at the beginning. And that's
exciting to see their skill grow,"
she said. "It's also exciting to
awaken some students to the idea
that there is another way of
saying things, that another
country really does exist out
there, and that there are really
pepple who think differently but
who are still people."
A. teacher's feelings about
teaching a certain subject can
change. "I never thought I'd be a
writing teacher. I wanted to
teach literature," said Dr. Long,
who teaches the advanced
composition course. "Lately, I've
come to learn to like teaching
writing almost as much as
teaching literature. It's a different kind of mindset, and the
two work well to make it good for
me. I get to use more of what I
(See TEACHERS, page 12)

by JIM BRADLEY

Dr. Dorothy Wright, professor of French, asks a student for an
answer on a test in her French conversation class.
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A Closer Look
I

Student attitudes affect classroom relationships

Maurice Lawson, professor of physical science, talks with
sophomore Lyn Poinsett. Lawson feels his relatic.mships with
students have improved in recent years.
bv JIM BRADLEY
A Closer Look at Harding Teachers, Part Two
The two articles on pages 6 and 7 are the second part of a
two·part series dealing with Harding's faculty.

SPURLOCK ENGRAVING CO.
MR. JOHN H. RICHARDS
-

-Name Tags
Desk Plates
Door Plates
- Directories
- Sales and Engraving of Trophies and Plaques

Day - 268-2972

Night- 268-3816

by Gwen Crownover
The tela c her-student
relationship is both professional
and personal. Ideally, teachers
and students would place the
same value on all points of the
education process, and the
. classroom would be a sort of
mutual admiration society.
Unfortunately, the interests and
attitudes of students and
teachers don't always match.
Dr. Larry Long, associate
professor of English, said he is
most disappointed by a small
number of students who try to
take advantage of a teacher's
Christianity.
"They (students) try to take
advantage of the relationship we
have here at Harding- the close
relationship between faculty and
. students - many times by intimating that they want special
consideration, that they need
special consideration," Dr. Long
said. "Many times the teachers
are more than willing to grant
them that, but the students seem
to assume that it is a given - a
right. It may or may not be in a
given situation.
"I want to be a good Christian
and a good teacher," Dr. Long
said. "But I don't want the
student to take advantage of my
Christianity to circumvent my
effectiveness as a teacher."
Dr. Jim Henderson, assistant
professor of accounting, made
much the same complaint.
"They <students) are able to
take a little bit of advantage of
teachers because they feel like
that teacher, in being a Christian,
would not do certain things," he
said. "I remember the first time
I gave a test, a person came up to
me and said, 'You gave me an
"F"? That's not being a
Christian.' I could not be a
Christian if I didn't have some
standards."
Maurice Lawson, professor of
physics, said he sees lack of
preparation for class by students
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saying he had noticed a decline
since the era of the Viet Nam
War.
Shifting from the negative,
these teachers also see points to
admire in Harding students. Dr.
Jones cited a "dormant
spirituality that is looking for a
leader, direction and purpose."
Dr. Henderson admires most
the concern for others shown by
his students.
"I have students come in who
have stayed up all night talking
to a friend about something, say,
a spiritual-type problem or
maybe a one-to-one human
relations-type problem," he said.
"Or maybe they'll spend their
spring break on a campaign.
That impresses me."
Dr. Howard said he was most
impressed by the students' show
of concern for each other and also
for the faculty. He.gave as an
example the "trick-or-treating"
in the women's dorms for
children of faculty members.
Good rapport with students
requires effort and attention. Dr.

"The successful student in college
is the one who does so well in the
things he really doesn't like."
-Dr.Tom Howard
Harding student body is "wanting to be treated like adults, but
acting like children. They say,
'treat us with maturity, give us
responsibility, and trust us .'
They say, 'treat us like adults,'
but when we do they don't
respond like adults."
Dr. Henderson also mentioned
a lack of maturity and speculated
that the atmosphere at Harding
may not create a necessity for
responsible behavior.
"If you get a student in a state
school, he may be living off
campus by himself, or he may be
from a pretty rough background
and he's had to make a Tot of
decisions on his own. He doesn't
expect to be coddled," Dr.
Henderson said.
Dr. Jones firmly believes that
students at Harding display
steadily less respect for
authority, and Lawson agreed,

Jones said he tries to talk with
students he thiriks are having
problems or are involved in
dangerous activities.
Lawson said he is trying
harder than in the past to
establish a closer relationship to
his students.
"I'm ~ot that outgoing a person," he·said. "I thirik I'm closer
to my students now than I was 10
years ago. When the school began
giving these 'teachers' exams' I
began to see some reflections on
these exams, and I thirik this has
made me aware of some things,
and so I've tried to become
closer. But I'm just not a
naturally outgoing person - sort
of introverted rather than ex. troverted."
Dr.
Howard
sees
his
relationship to his students as a
challenge, but, more im<See STUDENT, page 12)
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as a particularly distressing
trend.
"So many students just don't
prepare for class," he said. "I'd
say maybe a little over 50 percent
do prepare." Similarly, Dr. Tom Howard,
assistant professor of political
science, expressed concern about
what he called the "blow-it-off"
attitude many students have
toward classes, especially
General Education requirement
courses.
"I've seen too many say,
·'Well, I really don't care about
music apprec. or art apprec. or
my lit class,' "Dr. Howard said.
"The successful student in
college is the one who does so
well in the things he really
doesn't like, or thiriks he doesn't
like. That's the difference between the fellow who walks across
the stage summa cum laude and
the one who walks across the
stage with no honors."
Dr. Jerry Jones, chairman of
the Bible department, said the
root problem he sees in the

Men's and Women's
Hair Styles
Tuesday-Saturday
7:30a.m. -5:00p.m.
Walk-ins are Welcome
Call Koren, Mitch, Dean, Dionne, Keith
111 Welt . . . Awe.

261·4127 or 261·4128
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~Entertainment----------------------------------Black resigns;

Wells chosen to replace
Woodroof in Time of Day

by JIM BRADlEY

The guitar is only one of several instruments freshman Kent Wells
will play as the newest membel' of Time of Day.

Kent Wells bas been selected as
the newest member of the Time
of Day, Harding's three-member
traveling band, according to
Chris Dell, a sponsor for the
group.
Joining Olay Sturgeon and
Johnny Bowman, Wells, a freshman, will replace Jon Woodroof.
A member of the group for three
years, Woodroof made a decision
to leave the group at the end of
the semester. "I want to be able
to spend more time with people,
doing things on campus my last
semester here. I've been in the
group for three years and I'm
ready to leave it."
Dell, who travels with the
group, said Wells will be an asset
to the group with his ability to
play guitar, banjo, fiddle, bass
guitar and drums. Having performed at Dogpatch, U.S.A. near
Harrison, Ark., Wells is familiar
with large audiences.
A business major from Ashdown, Ark., Wells was chosen
after auditions for the position
Nov. 2. The auditions were
judged by Dell and Chuck Hicks,
a former member of the group.
Hicks, staff artist for the
publicity office, said it was
necessary for those wanting the
position to understand what
would be required of them as a
member of the group. An integral
part of the Admissions program,
the Time of Day performs at
numerous banquets, youth rallies

and schools throughout the year.
"The amount of time spent on
the road, requirements vQCally
as well as instrumentally, and
the demands of the audieRce are
all considerations," said Hicks.
''We have a pretty heavy
schedule, spending a lol of time
on the road," said Wells. "1 plan
to study on the road as much as I
can and hope my teachers understand."
At the auditions," Wells said,
"we had to sing, of course, and
demostrate songs on the different
instruments we play. We also had
to be able to sing harmony and be
able to pick out the chords of
songs as they were played."
"It's great!" said Wells after
he was told that he had been
chosen to fill the position.
"There's not any way to describe
it."
Before coming to Harding this
fall, Wells had played in a rock
band with his older brother as
well as playing country western
music with his father in junior
high and high school.
"I think he will do real well,"
said group member Johnny
Bowman. "Kent can really play
the guitar well and I think he will
fit into the group.
"Chris Dell said that he can
play the banjo, an instrument
that neither Clay not I can play
but one that we use a lot in our
music," he said.
Jli
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Dockery named
station manager
KHCA, the campus radio
station, is now under the new
leadership of Tom Dockery
serving as station manager and
Vernon Thompson as program
director.
Dockery is a senior mass
communications major from
Fayetteville, Ark. He was
promoted from program director
to station manager after the
resignation of Brian Black.
Black retired from his duties at
the Harding station due to chapel
probation restrictions. He is still
working at the KHCA station on
the air. He is also working as an
intern at KTHV television station
in Little Rock and broadcasting
at KWCK-KSER radio station in
Searcy.
Black is not angry about giving
up his position. He said, ''There is
not much I can do about it, so I
am not going to be sore. I would
still like to have the position, but
that is how it is."
Thompson
is
replacing
Dockery as program director.
Thompson is a senior from
Orange Park, Fla. majoring in
mass media.
Others in charge of station
departments are Melody Brown,
traffic director; Julie Coble,
music director-~ Rick Alexander,
production director; and Brent
Childress, news director.
z : .: : !2 2 E E s i i i s s 2 s s s E iiSI,

Wright Brothers make ninth appearance
The Wright Brothers will be
returning tomorrow, Saturd;ly,
Nov. 14, at 7:30 p.m. for their
ninth appearance at Harding.
The group is comprised of two
brothers, Tom and Tim Wright,
and Karl Hinkle, a friend to the
Wrights since boyhood. Their
music spans a wide variety of
styles, from bluegrass breakdown to ballad, gospel to country
rock, traditional favorites, a
cappella harmonies and original
material.
The Wright Brothers have
recorded three albums and a
nationally released single. They
have performed in concert with
Bob Hope, Mac Davis, Earl
Scruggs, Dolly Parton, Waylon
Jennings, Red Buttons, Ray
Price, the Oak Ridge Boys,
Harry Chapin, Jerry Van Dyke,
and Grandpa Jones. They also
have appeared live at the Grand
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Ole Opry.
Tom Wright, 32, is the oldest
member of the group. He plays
rhythm guitar and is the master
of ceremonies. During the two
months each year that the group
is not on the road he enjoys
fishing, hunting, and playing
golf.
Tim Wright, 28, is the instrumentalist of the group. He
plays banjo, acoustical guitar,
steel guitar, and electric lead. He
likes to jog, and he enjoys
cooking.
Karl Hinkle, also 28, is a
longtime friend of Tim and Tom;
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FOR INSURANCE CAll
Vernon Rogers
268-8638
1311 E. Race Ave.

Home Off,ces; Bloommg,on, lllmo1s

OAKLEY'S
GARAGE

Specializing in:
- Automatic Transmission
- Air Conditioning
- Complete Repair For
Your Automobile or Truck

Book now for December weddings while dates
are still available. We offer FREE consultation
to help you plan your wedding.
By appointment only: 268-9304
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All size batteries at great prices.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Sfore Form Insurance Compoml!-s

they all grew up together. He
plays bass and provides much of
the humor in the show. He does
an impression of Willie Nelson
singing "Blue Eyes Crying In
The Rain."
The Wright Brothers formed in
1971. They started O!Jt singing at
small get-ups around their
hometown, French Lick, Ind.
They then developed themselves
into a show band and worked
around the Ramada Inn chain.
About two years ago, they began
getting national attention. They
released their first single in
September on Warner Brothers.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
STUDIO: 268-9304

1804 E. Market

268-7309

1202 E. Market Ave.
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Student directors
to present one-acts
Sophomore Jo Matthews' play
iS called ''Santa's Secret. " She
has adapted the play from a book
for children, entitled ' 'Bah I
Humbug!" The main characters
are a little boy and girl who try to
trap Sa·nta Claus. It will be
presented at Flarding Academy
on Monday, Dec. 7.
Junior Kimball Crum is
directing "The Exchange," by
AJlhea Thurston. It is a farce
about mankind. Main characters
are The Judge, The Imp, The
Vain Woman, The Poor Man, and
The Rich Citizen. It will be
performed Monday and Tuesday ,
Travelin' Band
Nov . 16 and 17.
The Jack Daniel's Original Silver Comet Band, which bad to cancel its first appearance here due to
FoUowi.ng "The Exchange, "
Ulness, wUl be performing at the Benson Auditorium Monday, Nov. 16, at 8 p.m. In addition to their
Senior Greg Lotane will present
regular program, they will perform a Christmas section. Tickets are $1.00 with.I.D.
"The Still Alarm. " This play Is
set in a hotel. The two plays wm
be presented together on Nov . .16
and 17.
I suppose that one · of my
Senior Cliff Thompson is
favorite film genres is the
directing the comedy " The Bald
thriller. The more a film can
Soprano" by E ugene Ionesco.
make me squirm in my seat with
Thi,s is an " off-the-waU'' play on
suspense, the better I like it. And
communication or the lack of
so it is with " Looker," director
communication. rt will be perMichael Chrichton's new film.
formed Wednesday and Thurby David Ullom
" Looker" is a first-class
sday, Nov. 18 and 19.
suspense thriller that grabs you
One otber play is planned, bul
from the start and holds you until
Dey sneak in to Digital Matrix to
the details are not complete at
suspect. The fact that the files on
the end.
discover what really happened to
this Ume.
all the dead girls are missing
Someone's killing all the girls
Date, locations, aod cuttatn
lbe dead girls. But they get just a
from his office does not add any
times will be announced, in - that are perfect. All? Well, really
little bit more than they had
support to his innocence.
just three. And they're killed in
chapel.
bargained for and Finney' s
Enter Susan Dey, the last of the
the most bizarre ways. As a
charge mysteriously disappears.
four models who had the commatter of fact, you'd think that
" Looker" is a good thriller.
puter research done. Finney
they killed tbemselve$. But too
There are some weak spots,
decides that he'd better stay with
many connections exist between
especially in its attempts at
Dey whenever possible in order
the girls lo consider suiclde. They
humor, but director Crichton
to prove his innocence. He keeps
all knew each other. They all
usually manages' to keep the
her at his beach house, stays with
were models. They all were
suspense high.
her at commercial filming
311 North Spruce Street
subjects of computer research to
Albert Finney, Susan Dey,
sessions, and escorts her to a
find the perfect look for each.
James Coburn, and Leigh Taylorfund raiser hosted by millionaire
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
And they all used the same
young all perform well, as both
James Coburn. One of Coburn's
501/268-3577
plastic surgeon <Albert Finney)
the menaced and the menacing. I
companies just happens to be
to achieve that loOk.
was especially pleased with
Digital Matrix Industries, the
M ichael Kiihnl , 0 . D.
Howard F. Flippin, 0. D.
When the police find Finney's
Susan Dey 's performance.
firm that did the research on the
General and Pediatric
pen a nd a button,from his coat in
General Optometry
dead girls.
<Remember her as Laurie
the apartment of one of the
Partridge?)
Digital Matrix is involved in
Optometry
victims, be becomes the prime
making television commercials
But be forewarned. Although
that will get the consumer to buy
"Looker" is rated PG, it does
contain some brief nudity, which
the advertised product through
I had not expected. For this
the use of computer animation.
The live models, it seems, just
' reason I cannot recommend this
film for everyone. But I liked
did not work out. But did they
"Looker" simply for the exciting
have to be eliminated?
Finney becomes suspicious of
thriller that it is. "Looker" is a
thriller that really cooks.
the whole operation, and he and

by Jane Gore
Members of the play directing
class will be presenting ten oneact plays from the middle of
November into December.
Each student is required to
orga,rtize and direct a play. They
will be employing the talents of
the campus players, friends , and
children from Harding Academy.
Graduate Vicki Dell wilJ be
directing "The Guest',' by P .D.Q.
Bach. The play has four principle
characters and a dog. It is an
opera spoof and will be presented
Wednesday, Nov. 18.
Senior Melody Brown is
directing "Hopscotch'', by Israel
Horovitz. The play has two ma:in
characters and Brown describes
it as " contemporary." lt will be
put on TUesday, nee. 8.
Junior Joe Aaron is presenting
a play called "Cornered. " It is a
comedy which concerns a young
married couple. The play date
will be sometime in December.
Junlor
Rhea
Enloe's
production is entitled, ''I Never
Saw Another :Butterfly." It is a
play about the memoirs or a litUe
J ewisb gtrl in a prison camp
dufi:ng World War tl. It will be
presented Monday, Dec. 7.
Senior Kim Styron is directing
Anton Cbekhov's "The Bear,'' a
comedy setin the 1800s. !twill be
presented Tuesday, Dec. 8.

'Looker' provides suspense and thrills
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Specializing in:
• A&W Root Beer Float
• Teen Burger with Bacon
408 N. Walnut
268-8112

@
Where our food's as good as our Root Beer.

Come see us soon!
Member
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Flag football injuries decrease from last year
by Boo MltcheU
Flag
football
injuries
decreased this year, according to
Cecil Beck, intramural and club
sports coordinator.
Beck said the official statistics
had not been compiled yet on the
season, but that this year in injuries saw a decrease. He said
the changing of the rules this
year which eliminated kickoffs
and instead started the ball on
the ~yard line bad helped.
" Yes , eliminating kickoffs
helped - definitely," he said. " A
lot of cheap shots were cut out."
Flag football, he said, cannot
be played without some injuries.
" Young men need to know it Cflag
football) is a rough game," he
said. " A guy can just turn wrong
and be hurt."
Beck said that considering th'e
large number of games played,

the injuries were kept to a
minimum. "We played 123
games," he said. "ll you put that
in perspective and how many
guys were involved, the amount
of injuries were few."
Club rivalry, Beck said, is
responsible for many injuries. Hesaid that intramural football has
fewer injuries than club competition lor that very reason.
" When you get into club football,
it's the worst (in i njuries), " he
~Said.

Barry Blain, a King's Men
football player, broke his nose
this year in a club football game.
"I was going for the flag and the
runner ziggeq when I thought he
was going to zag," Blain said.
His nose, he said, was broken in
several places and had to have
corrective surgery.
Blain said he had ilo animosity

Bisons to end home season

by Ken Bissell
The Bisons close out thei~ home
football season as they host the
Ouachita Baptist University
Tigers at Alumni Field
tomorrow. Kickoff is scheduled
for 2 p.m.
Thus far, the Tigers are o-4 in
the conference and 1-6 for the
season. This does not show,
however, exactly how good the
Tigers really are as they have
lost some of their games by
ra:ther slim margins. Last week
the Tigers trailed only by a field
goal early in the fourth quarter
before Arkansas Tech broke the
game wide open and finally
dropped the Tigers by the score
of 34-21.
Offensively, OBU

Stanley and slotback Todd Quick.
Against the Wonder Boys, Quick
gained 87 yards on seven carries.
Starting for the first time last
week was freshman quarterback
Robin Hankins. He completed
five of seven passes for 71 yards
and a touchdown. Former starter
Robert Jayroe completed five of
12 for 93 yards and a score. Both
touchdowns went to senior tight
end Watty Strickland.
Defensively, freshman
linebacker Alexis Reed of Pine
Bluff made the play of the game.
He snagged a Jim Goodman pass
and raced 44 yards with the interception for a touchdown.
This could be the best game for
fans to see as both squads will be
fighting to stay out of the cellar of
the conference race.

toward anyone and said, "It was
my own player that bit me."
PlayirJ8 football again, Blain
said, may not be on his agenda
next year. " My injury made me
rethink playing football next
year, parti,cularly when I was
talked into playing in the first
place," he said.
Greg Ogburn, a TNT football
player who also br.oke his nose
this season, said he'll d~initely
be back next year to play flag
footbaU. "I'm ready to play next
year," he said.
Injuries, Ogburn said, for the
most part are freak accidents.
"Most of the injuries that happen
are freak,'' he said. ''The injuries
that are caused by flagrant actions - those are the kind of guys
· that should be kicked out of the
game."
Ogburn said his injury occulTed when he banged head$
with sameone on the first play of
the game. He .said he played. the
rest of the game injured an.d
" when I went to the doctor. he t.Qld
me not to play again."
Blain said he thought the addition of a tbird referee might
help decrease injuries.
Beck said a third referee had

been tried once, but that it failed
to work. "So many penalties
were called, it took the playing
out of it," he said. "Flag football
is the kind of ga~ where you
could call a penalty on every play
if you wanted to."
Another suggestion sometimes
made is the addition of pads to
the game. Beck says this will not

aid in decreasing injuries. "I
think adding pads will encourage
more roughness," he said.
Flag football will continue to be
a part of the sports program,
Beck said. "The guys love it so
much,". he said. "They don't
want to give it up. As long as I'm
around, I want the students to
play what they want to play."

Don't let the
MUNCHIES

get you down

Come to the
COLLEGE INN
Hot Hom & Cheese
and LQ.rge Drink

$1.20
- Nov. 13 - Nov. 19

We hope you never get sick.
But if you do, trust us
with your prescription.
We will be
glad to send
the bill home
to Dod.
"Your Health Is Our Business"

MEDICAL CENTER
.PHARMACY
BOYCE HENRY ARNETT, R.Ph.
Harding Class of '66

Prescription Chemists
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If you want to get to the top in aviation, the Navy is the
way to go. We offer unlimited opportunities as pilots and
Naval Flight Officers.
As a pilot, you'll be trained to fly the most advanced
jets ever developed. As a Naval Flight Officer, you'll operate the sophisticated weapon systems, computers and
advanced electronics. AB either, you'll wear the wings of
Naval Aviation.
If you're a college man in good physical condition,
Naval Aviation could be your route to the top. Find out
about it from your local recruiter. Contact:
Navy Officer Programs
Little Rock
501·371-6320
Collect Calla Accepted
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Harding Water Buffaloes compete against Henderson
The 1981 season for the Harding
Water buffaloes is underway as
the
team
tra veiled
to
Arkadelphia to compete in a dual
meet against Henderson State
last Wednesday.
According to coach Jack
Boustead, things look bright for
the squad. "We've got a good

group of men this year,"
Boustead said, "They've been
working since August 31 and I
think they are in the best shape
ever, going into the season."
The swimmers spent six weeks
working on weights before they
started swimming, the coach
said. Now they come in three

- Carnations
-Daisies
Delivered on campus

Also Corsages and Pretty Plants
WE APPRECIATE YOU!

CORNER GIFT SHOP
268-4741

Across from Science Bldg .

mornings a week and swim two
hours every afternoon. "All of the
guys are unified in the purpose,"
Boustead said, "and that is to win
the conference championship."
According to Boustead, depth
could be a major problem
throughout the season. "We only
have eleven swimmers this year
on the team," he said. "That
means several people will be
doubling up in different races."
Veteran returnees include cocaptains Ben Waites and Steve
Froehlich. Waites, a junior from
Atlanta, Ga., has steadily improved, ·according to Boustead,
and will swim both middle and
long distance races. Froehlich, a
senior from Clay, N.Y., will
compete for the fourth consecutive year. His strength is the
breaststroke and Boustead feels
that Froehlich could be a contender in the AIC.
Another who will be counted on
is Richard Denney, a sophomore
from Rock Island, Ill. Boustead is
counting on Denney in the sprints
and backstrokes.
Two freshmen who will contribute are Matthew Ford and
Ben Andersen. Ford hails from

Ask Us

Neptune Beach, ·Fla. and Andersen, whom Boustead said can
"swim everything," is from West
Port, Conn.
Eligibility looms a problem on
the diving team as one of the five
divers will be eligi.ble for only one
semester and one must be voted
on to retain eligibility. Senior Jim
Davenport of Walden, N.Y. will
dive for only the fall semester as
he will have the allotted hours for
an athlete to compete at the
conclusion of the semester.
Richard Andrzejewski, a senior
from France, will not compete in
the fall semester but will be voted
on in the AIC winter meetings
because a question concerns
some hours he acquired before
transferring from a French
school. Both could place high at
every meet they compete in.

others to be reckoned with are
Jay Savage, a junior from
Graham, Texas and Terry Jones,
a sophomore from Rogers, Ark.
Boustead feels the conference
will be more balanced than in the
past several years. 1"Hendrix lost
almost everything they had last
year but they'll still be tough,"
·Boustead said. "Some people .
think that Henderson will be
untouched. One of their graduate
assistants did a good job
recruiting and brought in some
classy newcomers. Ouachita and
Southern Arkansas will also be
tough."
The Water Buffaloes will host
their first home meet of the
season Wednesday, Nov. 18, in a
dual _contest against Southern
Arkansas University. The meet
will start at 2 p.m.

Take a Deep Breath

About
Our
Special
Prices
For Catering
When thinking of food for your next school, church, civic or
social activity, think of easy to get, delicious Holly Farms
Fried Chicken. For large orders call or come by to talk to Jo
Ann Bice, our manager. She can give you information
about our large selection and special prices for group
orders.

When words fail,
let real s1old
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by JIM BRADLEY

Rick Newton of Rick's Pro Dive and Ski Shop in Little Rock instructs two scuba diving classes each Saturday at the New Gym
pool.

301 E. Race

268-7077
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Chapel------- Student-Bisons fall to SAU
in last quarter, 14-10
(Continued from page 1)

A long fourth quarter drive
resulting in a touchdown enabled
Southern Arkansas University to
drop the Harding Bisons by the
score of 14-10 last Saturday night.
The 15th-ranked Muleriders
marched 80 yards in 19 plays to
score the eventual winning
margin tou~hdown. Fullback
Victor Bishoif .hulled over from
one yard out to do the honors for
the 'Riders.
The Bisons were the first to
score in the contest as
placekicker Steve Hunter capped
a 59-yard drive with a 42-yard
field goal at 5:42 of the second
quarter.
SAU jumped ahead after
halftime." The 'Riders put
together a 12-play, 75-yard drive
and scored on a one yard plunge
by halfback Gerald Pride with
9:53 remaining in the- third
quarter. Gary Cowling's kick
made the score 7-3.
Following a Southern Arkansas
fumble, the Bisons covered 27
yards in 10 plays to regain the
lead. Tailback Damon White
muscled in from one yard out and
with Hunter's extra point, the
Bisons led 10-7 with 17 seconds

remaining in the third quarter.
But SAU was not to be denied.
In their winning march, the
Muleriders ate over seven
minutes off the clock and converted six first downs, five by
rushing and one by passing.
The Black and Gold made a
daring attempt for a win
following Bishop's touchdown.
Behind the running of Tony
McCoy and the passing of quarterback Kyle Blickenstaff, the
Bisons drove to the SAU seven
before Mulerider defender Bruce
Milks picked off a Blickenstaff
pass in the endzone to secure the
victory.
Offensively, the Bisons were
led by Blickenstaff, who passed
for 109 yards, completing nine out
of 20 passes, and rushed for 67
yards on 15 attempts. McCoy had
64 yards on 22 tries. For the
Muleriders, Bishop had 83 yards
on 19 carries and Pride had 76
yards on 22 carries. Quarterback
Don Tuney carried the ball 15
times for 64 yards.
Tomorrow the Bisons host the
Ouachita Baptist University
Tigers on Alumni Field at 2 p.m.

because of line cutting."
Dr. Pryor said lunch lines
sometimes extended from Patti
Cobb to the library. He said the
only way to relieve the cafeteria
pressure would be to schedule
required classes heavily for
several periods after chapel,
which would fill every available
classroom. Then only half the
student body would be free for
lunch at a time. This he said
would cause problems for A
Cappella and Chorale, whose
class periOds would compete with
the required courses.
"If there were any feasible
way to do it, I would be in favor of
a later chapel," Dr. Pryor said.
"But ther:e are just too many
problems with such a move." He
said if the chapel hour were to
change, in his opinion, it wouldn't
occur until the '83--84 school year.
Dr. Altman's desire is for a later
chapel by next year, if possible.
Dean Campbell said that he
would also like to see the move.
He believes the present chapel
hour is a disadvantage for
students who do not have classes
till later in the day. "These
students would normally sleep,"

he said. ''It inconveniences
students." Dean Campbell
believes a later chapel hour
would increase attendance. He
added, "Chapel skips were not an
acute problem till recently." This
he said in reference to the
moving of chapel from its
later hour in 1979. "Chapel
cuts got out of hand the
last several years, but now attendance is improving," Campbell said.
What does Dr. Ganus think
about the move? "We haven't
discussed the matter for several
months," he said. "I have no idea
about the change." He continued,
"We could move chapel in the
future, but at the moment there is

no plan concerning it."
Dr. Pryor said, "I think it's
ridiculous that Harding students
can't get up for chapel by 9 a.m.;
I think it's about the most
ridiculous thing I've ever heard
of." He sees chapel skips as a
sign or immaturity and
irresponsiblity. He said that
students will soon have jobs that
will require an even earlier
waking hour. "It's the duty of this
University to promote responsibility," Dr. Pryor said.

<continued from page 7)

portantly, as a duty.
"I really believe that every
single teacher at Harding needs
to be responsible for the students'
spiritual,
personal
and
psychological well-being," he
said. "I have a questionnaire that
we hand out at the beginning of
every year where we try to find
out where most of our students
are, to find out if maybe we have
non-Christians. We try to find out
what their expectations of
themselves are, what grade they
expect to make, what their grade
point average is, what the most
important trait a teacher should
have is.
"I really believe the non-Bible
class teacher has a responsibility
to set a Christian example, too,"
Dr. Howard said. "I tell my
students that if they need me for
any reason whatsoever
spiritual, personal, academic under no circumstances should
they hesitate to call me.''
The course of teacher-student
relationships never will run
completely smoothly, but, as Dr.
Long said, "Most of the students
here are excellent, not just as
students but as people. The
longer I teach here, the more I
become aware of that."

Teachers------------------------<Continued from page 6)
am."
After deciding why to teach
and what to teach, a teacher
must decide where to teach. Dr.
Long spoke about the importance
of Christian colleges. "I think
they have a tremendous
responsibility and they do a great
service to a broader range of
people than we would guess . . . .
At a Christian university, as an
English teacher, I can teach what
I want to teach how I like to teach
it and not feel pressured to do
other things in other ways. So
there's a certain kind of freedom
that I'm not sure I would have
someplace else."
Dr. Kenneth Davis, professor
of music, also perceives a
freedom in teaching at a

Christian school. "Harding is a
place where all these Christian
teachers are allowed to do their
job the very best they can," he
said. "There's no limit to what
they can put into their job. It
seems like a place that's very
conducive to production."
The welding of Christianity and
education attracts teachers.
"The idea of being able to express my beliefs in God and at the
same time to uphold the
academic discipline is a unique
situation," said Dr. Muncy. "The
idea of being able to sit in a
committee room and not have to
breathe cigarette fumes, and
realize too that you don't have
threats that you sometimes have
in other institutions of higher
learning - by that I mean
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students' threats and things of
that sort - I just feel that I
couldn't teach anywhere outside
of a Christian college."
Christian colleges also offer a
chance to be involved in mission
work. "The possibility of influencing students toward
mission wo~ is very big in our
department," said Dr. Wright.
Her husband, Dr. Winfred
Wright, professor of French,
chairs the modern foreign
languages department. "That's
our motivation, his and my
motivation, because language in
itself is just a tool, and our main
interest is missions."
Dr. Davis also emphasized
missions. He has spent most of
his summers since coming to
Harding on campaigns. "There's
been an opportunity . . . to do
mission work with a group of
young people who might choose
mission work as their lifetime
goal," he said.
Once settled, a teacher may
have to decide whether to stay or
accept another offer. "I guess
every teacher who's worth
anything gets offers to go
someplace," Dr. Ryan said. "I
can think of a couple offers that
have come . . . . I received a
telephone call - the offer - and
over the phone I was able to say,
'Thank you, but I'm not interested.' When I hung up, I
turned to my wife, and I said, 'Do
you realize what we just did? We
didn't even ask for a weekend to
think it over!' I said, 'We must be
happy here.'
"So the things that come to me
by way of reward or benefits which never appear on the
paycheck - apparently mean
more than what does appear
there.
In summing up what teaching
has meant to him, Dr. Ryan said,
"It's just the overall nature of
people with whom I work, the
conditions under which I work,
the manner in which I have been
treated by Harding University
for 20 years - all of these things
merge into a very, very happy
profession."

